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Charlottesville was recently visited by a traveling road show featuring 

gubernatorial hopeful and businessman Terry McAuliffe and climate-change 

celebrity Michael Mann. Daily Progress coverage includes Mann’s claim that 

Attorney General and Republican gubernatorial candidate Ken Cuccinelli “thinks 

that climate change is a hoax” (“Ex-UVa professor Mann stumps with McAuliffe in 

Charlottesville,” July 1, online). 

After all the legal proceedings in which Mann has participated, surely he knows 

that the legal issue was based on his climate data analysis techniques. 

Controversy over such techniques continues today.  

No one claims climate change to be a hoax; climate change is the normal and 

natural history of the Earth over all geologic timespans. 

The shorthand term “climate change” obscures the true scientific goal of 

identifying and quantifying the human vs. natural contributions to climate change.  

All-encompassing “climate change” replaced the initial “global warming” once the 

actual record of global temperature inconveniently plateaued, even as 

atmospheric carbon dioxide continued to rise. For the past 16 years, global 

temperature records show no increase (the Daily Mail, Oct. 13, 2012, online), 

breaking the association with growing fossil fuel use. 

The Progress story included this McAuliffe statement: “When science doesn’t 

agree with what the attorney general wants, he went and sued them. That’s not a 

welcoming message.” 

HemoSonics’ president and founder, William Walker, commented: “Scientists 

need the chance to work without political interference. The scientific community 

needs to be safe from political attack.” 
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No argument with those statements, except they ignore the de facto double 

standard of politicized climate research. Then-Gov. Tim Kaine’s and the 

University of Virginia’s treatment of professor Pat Michaels illustrates the 

academic hazard of not hewing to the global-warming party line. The Sept. 27, 

2007, Daily Progress reported that Michaels identified “his resignation [as] a sad 

result of the fact that his state climatologist funding had become politicized … 

which … compromised his academic freedom.” Where was the UVa academic 

outrage then? 

McAuliffe recently told Alpha Natural Resources “what they need done to make 

sure we have a healthy work force of coal, that coal can continue” (“McAuliffe 

talks coal at Bristol campaign event,” TriCities.com, May 8). But in 2009, 

McAuliffe stated that he “never wants another coal plant built” (“McAuliffe blows 

hot and cold on coal,” Richmond Times Dispatch Politifact, May 8). 

Meanwhile the poor folks in Tunica, Miss., are still waiting for his promised new 

car plant. 
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